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In 2006, the University of Oklahoma 

Press and the Charles M. Russell Center for the 

Study of Art of the American West, part of the 

School of Art and Art History at the University 

of Oklahoma, launched the Charles M. Russell 

Center Series on Art and Photography of the 

American West. Books in the Russell Center 

series reflect the latest scholarship in the 

field and include biographical, topical, and 

interpretive monographs. Works in the series 

may accompany museum exhibitions but are 

designed to exist independently of such shows.  

Series titles are intended to appeal to general 

readers, scholars, and museum professionals 

alike.  All are illustrated, some heavily, and 

are published with production values of the 

highest quality.

Founded in 1998, the Charles M. Russell Center 

for the Study of Art of the American West is 

the first such university-based program in the 

nation. The center, which opened to the public 

in the fall of 1999, is dedicated to the pursuit 

and dissemination of knowledge in the field of 

American art history as it relates to the western 

United States. Through its resource center, 

national symposia, course offerings, and related 

outreach programs, the Russell Center actively 

engages students and the public in developing a 

better understanding of, and appreciation given 

to the art of nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

Euro-American and Native American artistic 

traditions. Special emphasis is given to art of 

Charles M. Russell and his contemporaries. The 

Russell Center was established concurrently with 

the Charles Marion Russell Chair, an endowed 

professorship in art history at the University of 

Oklahoma. Both the center and the endowed 

chair were made possible through a generous 

gift from the Nancy Russell Trust and matching 

funds from the state of Oklahoma.

Series on Art and Photography of  the
Charles M. Russell Center 
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 Series Editor B. Byron Price holds 

the Charles Marion Russell Memorial 

Chair, is Director of Charles M. 

Russell Center for the Study of Art of 

the American West at the University 

of Oklahoma, and is Director of the 

University of Oklahoma Press.

Charles M. Russell
Photographing the Legend

By Larry Len Peterson

$60.00 CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4473-3 

448 PAGES · 10 × 12 · 344 B&W AND COLOR ILLUS. 

VOLUME 15

Born in 1864 to a well-to-do family in St. 

Louis, Charles M. Russell was smitten early 

on by the burgeoning art of photography and 

the images of the West that were proliferating 

as rapidly as the frontier was disappearing. 

Larry Len Peterson traces Russell’s image 

and his career from these first adventures to 

his apotheosis as an artist, and then to his 

California period and his final days as the 

grand statesman of the American West. This 

biography makes use of hundreds of images 

of Russell, many never before published, to 

explore the role of photography in shaping 

the artist’s public image and the making and 

selling of his art.

American West

S e r i e S  e d i t o r

B. Byron Price
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San Francisco Lithographer
African American Artist Grafton Tyler Brown

By Robert J. Chandler

$36.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4410-8 

264 PAGES · 8.5 × 11 · 20 B&W, 125 COLOR ILLUS. 

VOLUME 14

Grafton Tyler Brown—whose heritage was likely 

one-eighth African American—finessed his 

way through San Francisco society by passing 

for white. Working in an environment hostile 

to African American achievement, Brown 

became a successful commercial artist and 

businessman. Best known for his bird’s-eye 

cityscapes, he also produced and published 

maps, charts, and business documents, and he 

illustrated books, sheet music, advertisements, 

and labels for cans and other packaging. 

Focusing on Grafton Tyler Brown’s lithography 

and his life in nineteenth-century San 

Francisco, Robert J. Chandler offers a study 

equally fascinating as a business and cultural 

history and as an introduction to Brown the 

artist.

A Family of the Land
The Texas Photography of Guy Gillette

By Andy Wilkinson

$29.95 CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4404-7 

144 PAGES · 10.75 × 9 · 132 DUOTONE ILLUS. 

VOLUME 13

Since he first dreamed of a career in 

photography, Guy Gillette has traveled 

regularly to his wife’s family’s ranch, located 

outside the small town of Crockett, Texas. 

When Gillette first came to the Porter Place, as 

the ranch has always been known, he began to 

photograph the Porter family and their land. 

Thanks to Gillette’s sense of composition, 

these wonderful black-and-white photographs, 

dating from the 1940s, led to his career as a 

magazine photographer. Collected here for 

the first time, they document small-town life 

in East Texas, where Guy Gillette’s sons, the 

musical duo the Gillette Brothers, still run 

cattle. A Family of the Land offers a portrait of 

a community over a half century during which 

remarkably little has changed.
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Chronicling the West for Harper’s
Coast to Coast with Frenzeny & 

Tavernier in 1873–1874

By Claudine Chalmers

$45.00s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4376-7 

272 PAGES · 8.5 × 11 · 13 COLOR ILLUS.,  

19 B&W ILLUS., 1 MAP 

VOLUME 12

The opening of the West after the Civil War 

drew a flood of Americans and immigrants 

to the frontier. Among the liveliest records 

of the westering of the 1870s is the series of 

prints collected for the first time in this book. 

Chronicling the West for Harper’s showcases 100 

illustrations made for the weekly magazine by 

French artists Paul Frenzeny and Jules Tavernier 

on a cross-country assignment in 1873 and 

1874. Historian Claudine Chalmers focuses 

on the life and work of Frenzeny and Tavernier, 

who were accomplished and adventurous 

enough to succeed as “special artists,” the 

label Harper’s Weekly gave the illustrators it sent 

into the field.

A President in Yellowstone
The F. Jay Haynes Photographic Album 

of Chester Arthur’s 1883 Expedition

By Frank H. Goodyear III

$36.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4355-2 

208 PAGES · 11 × 11 · 126 DUOTONE PHOTOS, 1 MAP 

VOLUME 11

On the morning of July 30, 1883, President 

Chester A. Arthur embarked on a trip of 

historic proportions. His destination was 

Yellowstone National Park, established by an 

act of Congress only eleven years earlier. No 

sitting president had ever traveled this far west. 

Arthur’s host and primary guide would be 

Philip H. Sheridan, the famed Union general. 

Also slated to join the expedition was a young 

photographer, Frank Jay Haynes. A premier 

nineteenth-century landscape photographer, 

F. Jay Haynes originally compiled the leather-

bound album as a commemorative piece. This 

elegant—and fascinating—book showcases 

Haynes’s remarkable photographic album 

from their six-week journey. 
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A Russian American Photographer 
in Tlingit Country
Vincent Soboleff in Alaska

By Sergei Kan

$39.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4290-6 

272 PAGES · 10 × 10 · 137 B&W ILLUS., 2 MAPS 

VOLUME 10

This book is a rich record of life in small-town 

southeastern Alaska in the late 1800s and 

early 1900s. It is the first book to showcase the 

photographs of Vincent Soboleff, an amateur 

Russian American photographer whose 

community included Tlingit Indians from a 

nearby village as well as Russian Americans. 

Using a Kodak camera, Soboleff documented 

the life of this multiethnic parish at work and at 

play until 1920. Despite their significance, few 

of Soboleff’s photographs have been published 

since their discovery in 1950. Anthropologist 

Sergei Kan rectifies that oversight in A Russian 

American Photographer in Tlingit Country, which 

brings together more than 100 of Soboleff’s 

striking black-and-white images.

Karl Bodmer’s America Revisited
Landscape Views Across Time

Photography by Robert L. Lindholm 

Introduction and annotations by  

W. Raymond Wood and Robert L. Lindholm

$45.00s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-3831-2 

240 PAGES · 10 × 10 · 145 COLOR PHOTOS, 1 MAP 

VOLUME 9

Less than thirty years after Lewis and Clark 

completed their epic journey, Prince Maximilian 

of Wied—a German naturalist—and his 

entourage set off on their own daring expedition 

across North America. Accompanying the 

prince on this 1832–34 voyage was Swiss 

artist Karl Bodmer, whose drawings and 

watercolors—designed to illustrate Maximilian’s 

journals—now rank among the great treasures 

of nineteenth-century American art. This lavishly 

illustrated book juxtaposes Bodmer’s landscape 

images with modern-day photographs of the 

same views, allowing readers to see what has 

changed, and what seems unchanged, since the 

time Maximilian and Bodmer made their storied 

trip up the Missouri River.
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Plains Indian Art
The Pioneering Work of John C. Ewers

Edited by Jane Ewers Robinson

$39.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-3061-3 

224 PAGES · 9 × 11 · 41 COLOR, 99 B&W ILLUS. 

VOLUME 8

For almost three-quarters of a century, the 

study of Plains Indian art has been shaped by 

the expertise, wisdom, and inspired leadership 

of John Canfield Ewers (1909–97). Based on 

years of field research with Native Americans, 

careful scholarship, and exhaustive firsthand 

studies of museum collections around the 

world, Ewers’s publications have long been 

required reading for anyone interested in the 

cultures of the Plains peoples, especially their 

visual art traditions. This vividly illustrated 

collection of Ewers’s writings presents studies 

first published in American Indian Art Magazine 

and other periodicals between 1968 and 1992.

Julius Seyler and the Blackfeet
An Impressionist at Glacier National Park

By William E. Farr

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4014-8 

256 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 73 COLOR AND 141 B&W ILLUS. 

VOLUME 7

German Impressionist artist Julius Seyler had 

already made a name for himself in Europe 

when America beckoned. While in St. Paul, 

Minnesota, he encountered Louis Hill, head of 

the Great Northern Railroad, who wanted to 

encourage travel to Montana’s newly created 

Glacier National Park. To that end, Hill 

enticed the adventuresome Seyler to visit this 

majestic landscape and to see the Blackfeet 

Indians who lived there. This book marks both 

an appreciation of Seyler’s unique art and a 

fascinating glimpse into the promotion of a 

national park in its early years.
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The Masterworks of 
Charles M. Russell
A Retrospective of Paintings and Sculpture

Edited by Joan Carpenter Troccoli

$39.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-4097-1 

304 PAGES • 10 × 12 • 133 COLOR AND 81 B&W ILLUS. 

VOLUME 6

In the decades bracketing the turn of the 

twentieth century, Charles M. Russell depicted 

the American West in a fresh, personal, and 

deeply moving way. To this day, Russell is 

celebrated for his paintings and sculptures 

of cowboys at work and play, his sensitive 

portrayals of American Indians, and his 

superlative representations of landscape and 

wildlife. This handsome book showcases many 

of the artist’s best-known works and chronicles 

the sources and evolution of his style.

Visions of the Big Sky
Painting and Photographing the 

Northern Rocky Mountain West

By Dan Flores

$45.00 CLOTH · 978-0-8061-3897-8 

248 PAGES · 10 × 10 · 140 COLOR AND B&W PHOTOS 

VOLUME 5

From the Wind River Range to the Canadian 

border, the northern Rocky Mountain West is 

an outsized land of stunning dimensions and 

emotive power. In Visions of the Big Sky, Dan 

Flores revisits the Northern Rockies artistic 

tradition to explore its diversity and richness. 

In his essays about the artists, photographers, 

and thematic historical imagery of the region, 

he blends art and cultural history with 

personal reflection to assess the formation 

of the region’s character. This book features 

140 color and black-and-white illustrations, 

ranging from prehistoric rock art to modernist 

painting, and from charismatic wildlife scenes 

to classic landscape.
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Charles Deas and 1840s America
By Carol Clark

$39.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4030-8 

248 PAGES · 9 × 11 · 70 COLOR ILLUS., 84 B&W ILLUS. 

VOLUME 4

This handsome volume is the first book 

exclusively devoted to Deas. In two major 

essays, Carol Clark presents Deas’s haunting 

biography and complex art—works that 

embodied Americans’ uncertainty about 

the future of their rapidly expanding nation, 

especially in the contested spaces of the 

West. Ranging from Indian genre scenes to 

more violent and bizarre themes drawn from 

literature and his own imagination, Deas’s 

images reverberate with the racial tensions 

and cut-throat economic competition of the 

period. Three additional essayists examine 

the historical, political, and social context 

of Deas’s art and discuss in detail two of his 

major paintings, Walking the Chalk and Long 

Jakes, “the Rocky Mountain Man.”

Placing Memory
A Photographic Exploration of 

Japanese American Internment

Photography by Todd Stewart 

Essays by Natasha Egan and Karen J. Leong

$24.95 CLOTH · 978-0-8061-3951-7 

132 PAGES · 12 × 9 · 62 COLOR  

AND 40 B&W ILLUS., 10 MAPS 

VOLUME 3

When the U.S. government incarcerated 120,000 

Japanese Americans during World War II, most 

other Americans succumbed to their fears 

and endorsed the confinement of their fellow 

citizens. Ten “relocation centers” were scattered 

across the West. Today, in the crumbling 

foundations, overgrown yards, and material 

artifacts of these former internment camps, 

we can still sense the injustices suffered there. 

Placing Memory is a powerful visual record of the 

internment. Featuring Todd Stewart’s stunning 

color photographs of the sites as they appear 

today, the book provides a rigorous visual survey 

of the physical features of the camps—roads, 

architectural remains, and monuments—along 

with maps and statistical information.
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In Contemporary Rhythm
The Art of Ernest L. Blumenschein

Essays by Peter H. Hassrick,  

Elizabeth J. Cunningham, Lewis I. Sharp,  

and Cathy L. Wright

$34.95s PAPER · 978-0-8061-3948-7 

416 PAGES · 10 × 12 · 133 COLOR, 24 B&W ILLUS. 

VOLUME 2

One of the founders of the Taos Society 

of Artists, Ernest L. Blumenschein (1874–

1960) was perhaps the most complex and 

accomplished of all the painters associated 

with that pioneering organization. This volume 

is the definitive work on Blumenschein’s life 

and art, reproducing masterworks from a 

new exhibit along with additional works and 

historical photographs to form the most 

comprehensive assemblage of his paintings 

ever published. In Contemporary Rhythm 

describes not only his place in the Taos colony 

and western art but also his far-reaching 

influence on mainstream American art and 

national aesthetic developments.

Charles M. Russell
A Catalogue Raisonné

Edited by B. Byron Price

$125.00s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-3836-7 

352 PAGES · 10 × 12 · 170 COLOR, 65 B&W ILLUS. 

VOLUME 1

Charles M. Russell is our most beloved artist 

of the American West. His paintings, sketches, 

sculpture, illustrated letters, and stories are 

an unequalled legacy. Lavishly illustrated with 

more than 200 color and black-and-white 

reproductions of Russell’s greatest works, this 

beautiful volume features essays by Russell 

experts and scholars who address important 

aspects of the artist’s life and career. Inside 

the book is a unique key code that allows 

purchasers to access a private online catalogue 

(www.russellraisonne.com) of more than 

4,000 works Russell created and signed during 

his lifetime.
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Art

Modern Spirit
The Art of George Morrison

By W. Jackson Rushing and Kristin Makholm

$39.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4392-7 

$29.95s PAPER · 978-0-8061-4393-4 

208 PAGES · 9 × 11 · 130 COLOR & B&W PHOTOS

The work of Chippewa artist George Morrison 

(1919–2000) has enjoyed widespread critical 

acclaim. His paintings, drawings, prints, and 

sculptures have been displayed in numerous 

public and private exhibitions, and he is one 

of Minnesota’s most cherished artists. Yet 

because Morrison’s artwork typically does 

not include overt references to his Indian 

heritage, it has stirred debate about what it 

means to be a Native American artist. This 

stunning catalogue, featuring 130 color and 

black-and-white images, showcases Morrison’s 

work across a spectrum of genres and media, 

while also exploring the artist’s identity as 

a modernist within the broader context of 

twentieth-century American and Native 

American art.
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The Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art 
at the University of Oklahoma
Selected Works

By Eric M. Lee and Rima Canaan

$39.95 PAPER · 978-0-8061-3680-6 

292 PAGES · 9 × 11 · 280 COLOR ILLUS.

This beautifully illustrated catalogue highlights 

101 works from the Fred Jones Jr. Museum of 

Art at the University of Oklahoma. Combining 

full-color reproductions with explanatory text, 

the catalogue presents significant examples of 

Asian, European, American, American Indian, 

and contemporary art from the museum’s 

permanent collection. For visitors to the 

museum and art aficionados, these pages offer 

a tour of the museum’s exceptional paintings, 

sculptures, works on paper, and photographs. 

Arranged in chronological and thematic 

sequence, the catalogue entries focus on single 

works, each by a different artist.

The James T. Bialac Native 
American Art Collection
Selected Works

With essays by Christina E. Burke, W. 

Jackson Rushing III, Rennard Strickland, 

Edwin L. Wade, and Mark Andrew White

$49.95 CLOTH · 978-0-8061- 4299-9 

$29.95 PAPER · 978-0-8061-4304-0 

236 PAGES · 9 × 11 · 187 COLOR ILLUS.

One of the most important collections of 

modern Native American art assembled by one 

individual, the James T. Bialac Native American 

Art Collection is an encyclopedic compilation 

of easel paintings and three-dimensional works. 

In 2010 Bialac bequeathed the collection to the 

University of Oklahoma, where the art will be 

displayed at the Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art, 

as well as at other locations, including Bialac’s 

native Arizona. Showcased in this stunning 

catalogue, the collection comprises nearly four 

thousand items, including drawings, sculptures, 

prints, kachinas, jewelry, ceramics, rattles, 

baskets, and textiles.
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The Eugene B. Adkins Collection
Selected Works

Contributions by Jane Ford Aebersold, 

Christina E. Burke, James Peck, B. Byron 

Price, W. Jackson Rushing III, Mary Jo 

Watson, and Mark Andrew White

$60.00 CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4100-8 

$29.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-4101-5 

304 PAGES • 9 × 11 • 178 COLOR ILLUS.

A native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Eugene B. 

Adkins (1920–2006) spent nearly four decades 

acquiring his extraordinary collection of 

Native American and American southwestern 

art. His vast assemblage includes paintings, 

photographs, jewelry, baskets, textiles, and 

ceramics by many of the Southwest’s most 

renowned artists and artisans. In 2008, 

the Eugene B. Adkins Foundation awarded 

stewardship of the collection to the Fred 

Jones Jr. Museum of Art at the University of 

Oklahoma in Norman and the Philbrook 

Museum of Art in Tulsa. This stunning volume 

features full-color reproductions of significant 

works from the Adkins Collection, some of 

which are reproduced here for the first time.

Ledger Narratives
The Plains Indian Drawings in the Mark 

Lansburgh Collection at Dartmouth College

Edited by Colin G. Calloway

$49.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4297-5 

292 PAGES · 9 × 11.25 · 228 COLOR AND B&W ILLUS.

The largest known collection of ledger art 

ever acquired by one individual is Mark 

Lansburgh’s diverse assemblage of more than 

140 drawings, now held by the Hood Museum 

of Art at Dartmouth College and catalogued 

in this important book. The Cheyennes, 

Crows, Kiowas, Lakotas, and other Plains 

peoples created the genre known as ledger 

art in the mid-nineteenth century. Before that 

time, these Indians had chronicled the heroic 

achievements of their warriors and chiefs on 

rock, buffalo robes, and tipi covers. As they 

came into increasing contact with American 

traders, the artists recorded their experiences 

in pencil and crayon drawings on paper bound 

in ledger or account books. The drawings 

became known as ledger art.
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Bob Kuhn
Drawing on Instinct

Edited by Adam Duncan Harris

$29.95s PAPER · 978-0-8061-4301-9 

352 PAGES · 9.75 × 12 · 302 COLOR ILLUS.

Robert Kuhn (1920–2007) spent a lifetime 

sketching and painting animals, and 

generously mentoring other artists. This book 

presents a generous sampling of his rarely 

seen sketches alongside the vibrant paintings 

for which he is best known. Appearing in 

conjunction with a traveling exhibit mounted 

by the National Museum of Wildlife Art, in 

Jackson, Wyoming, this book allows readers 

to observe the artistic process of one of the 

greatest wildlife artists of our time and offers 

a compelling blend of the artist’s finished 

paintings and finest sketches—works of art in 

their own right. 

Iroquois Art, Power, and History
By Neal B. Keating

$55.00s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-3890-9 

360 PAGES · 8 × 10 · 75 COLOR AND 

44 B&W ILLUS., 4 MAPS

Neal B. Keating explores Iroquois visual 

expression through more than five thousand 

years from its emergence in ancient North 

America into the early twenty-first century.  

Drawing on extensive archival research 

and fieldwork with Iroquois artists and 

communities, Keating foregrounds the voices 

and visions of Iroquois peoples, revealing how 

they have continuously used visual expression 

to adapt creatively to shifting political and 

economic environments. Featuring more than 

100 color and black-and-white reproductions, 

this volume embraces a wide array of 

artworks in diverse media, prompting new 

appreciation—and deeper understanding—

of Iroquois art and its historical and 

contemporary significance.
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Scenery, Curiosities and 
Stupendous Rocks
William Quesenbury’s Overland 

Sketches, 1850–1851

By David Royce Murphy 

Contributions by Michael L. Tate  

and Michael Farrell

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4219-7 

304 PAGES • 11 × 11 • 157 B&W ILLUS., 13 MAPS

Long before Hollywood brought the 

landscapes of the American West to movie 

screens, clever impresarios invented ways of 

simulating the experience of western travel 

and selling it to mass audiences. In 1851, 

entrepreneur John Wesley Jones hired artist 

William Quesenbury to join such a venture. 

Quesenbury and other artists traveled the 

overland trails through Nebraska Territory 

to sketch the “scenery, curiosities, and 

stupendous rocks” they encountered. Scenery, 

Curiosities, and Stupendous Rocks gathers 71 

of Quesenbury’s sketches from the Jones 

expedition illuminated by eyewitness accounts 

from the period, modern maps, contemporary 

photographs, and descriptive notes.

Wildlife in American Art
Masterworks from the National 

Museum of Wildlife Art

By Adam Duncan Harris

$35.00 PAPER • 978-0-8061-4099-5 

320 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 135 COLOR ILLUS.

The National Museum of Wildlife Art in 

Jackson, Wyoming, has assembled the most 

comprehensive collection of paintings and 

sculptures portraying North American wildlife 

in the world. Wildlife in American Art presents 

for the first time a generous sampling of the 

museum’s holdings, charts the history of this 

enduring theme in American art, and explores 

the evolving relationship between Americans 

and the natural resources of this continent. 

More than 125 full-color illustrations highlight 

the entire range of the museum’s collection, 

from the western wilds of George Catlin to the 

desert drama of Georgia O’Keeffe.
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Sculptor in Buckskin
The Autobiography of  

Alexander Phimister Proctor 

Second Edition

Edited by Katharine C. Ebner

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4007-0 

244 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 30 COLOR AND 100 B&W ILLUS.

This new edition of Proctor’s autobiography 

provides a thorough introduction to 

a distinctively American artist whose 

monumental sculptures and statues adorn 

parks, public buildings, and museums, as well 

as private homes and businesses across the 

country. The text, begun in the late 1930s, 

when Proctor was in his seventies, takes the 

reader on a far-flung journey from his birth 

in Ontario and childhood in Denver to his 

travels as a young man throughout the United 

States and eventually to Paris. A new selection 

of more than 125 illustrations—many in full 

color—includes historical photographs and 

reproductions of Proctor’s sketches, paintings, 

and sculptures, tracing the development of his 

magnificent artistry.

The West of the Imagination 
Second Edition

By William H. Goetzmann and 

William N. Goetzmann

$65.00 CLOTH • 978-0-8061-3533-5 

640 PAGES • 8.5 × 11 • 339 COLOR AND 116 B&W ILLUS.

A landmark overview of western American art, 

the original edition of The West of the Imagination 

brought the region to wide public attention 

as a companion to a popular PBS series of 

the same name. This edition, significantly 

expanded and updated, shows that the West is 

a vibrant mirror of American cultural diversity. 

Through 450 illustrations—more than 300 in 

color—the authors trace the visual evolution 

of the myth of the American West, from 

unknown frontier to repository of American 

values, covering popular and high art alike. 

An unrivaled survey, The West of the Imagination 

is an immensely informative and pleasurable 

volume for anyone with an interest in the 

region’s creative legacy.
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Art from Fort Marion
The Silberman Collection

By Joyce M. Szabo

$49.95s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-3883-1 

$29.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-3889-3 

208 PAGES • 9 × 11 • 130 COLOR ILLUS.

During the 1870s, Cheyenne and Kiowa 

prisoners of war at Fort Marion, Florida, 

graphically recorded their responses to 

incarceration in drawings that conveyed 

both the present reality of imprisonment and 

nostalgic memories of home. Now a leading 

authority on American Indian drawings and 

paintings examines an important collection of 

these drawings to reveal how art blossomed 

at Fort Marion. The Silberman Collection is 

an unusually complete group of images that 

illustrates the artists’ fascination with the 

world outside the southern plains, their living 

conditions and survival strategies as prisoners, 

and their reminiscences of pre-reservation life.

Blackfoot War Art
Pictographs of the Reservation 

Period, 1880–2000

By L. James Dempsey

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-3804-6 

488 PAGES • 8 × 10 • 32 COLOR AND 128 B&W ILLUS.

When the Blackfoot Indians were confined 

to reservations in the late nineteenth century, 

their pictographic representations of warfare 

kept alive the rituals associated with war, 

which were essential facets of Blackfoot 

culture. Their war ethic served as a unifying 

force among the four tribes of the Blackfoot 

nation—Siksika, Blood, and North and South 

Piegan. In this visually stunning survey, L. 

James Dempsey plumbs the breadth and 

depth of warrior representational art. Filled 

with 160 images of startling beauty and 

power, Blackfoot War Art tells how pictographs 

served as a record of both tribal and personal 

accomplishment.
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A Western Legacy
The National Cowboy and 

Western Heritage Museum

Contributions by Steven L. Grafe, Susan 

Hallsten McGarry, Charles E. Rand,  

Richard C. Rattenbury, and Don Reeves 

Photography by Ed Muno

$29.95 PAPER •  978-0-8061-3731-5 

256 PAGES • 10 × 12 • 274 COLOR ILLUS., 50 B&W ILLUS.

A Western Legacy presents for the first time in 

one volume numerous color images of the 

museum’s signature artworks and artifacts, 

selected for their rarity, superior quality, or 

historic importance, each accompanied by 

an interpretive essay. These include examples 

of western art by Charles M. Russell, Frederic 

Remington, and others; stunning boots, chaps, 

and saddles; a diverse selection of traditional 

and fine art by American Indians; military 

artifacts; antique photographs; an assortment 

of rodeo trophies; superlative firearms; and 

memorabilia from the entertainment world.

Charles M. Russell
By Peter H. Hassrick

$34.95 paper • 978-0-8061-3142-9 

156 pages • 8.5 × 12 • 52 

color and 57 b&w illus.

In 1880, Charles M. Russell headed west to 

Montana, where he worked as a wrangler 

and chronicled in paint, ink, and watercolor 

the West and its people. For his splendid 

depictions of bronco riders, roundups, and 

everyday ranch life, Russell soon became 

known as “the Cowboy Artist.” Yet this 

“Cowboy Artist” also spent much time among 

the Indians and developed a sympathetic 

understanding of and appreciation for their 

efforts to preserve their way of life. Russell’s 

memorable paintings and drawings portray 

a frontier that was vanishing, not only for 

Indians but also for cowboys. Peter H. 

Hassrick discusses Russell’s work in the context 

of the artist’s experiences in the West and the 

people who influenced his artistic style.
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Photography

Arapaho Journeys
Photos and Stories from the 

Wind River Reservation

By Sara Wiles

$34.95s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4158-9 

256 PAGES • 9 × 9.5 • 130 DUOTONE ILLUS.

In what is now Colorado and Wyoming, the 

Northern Arapahos thrived for centuries, 

connected by strong spirituality and kinship 

and community structures that allowed 

them to survive in the rugged environment. 

By the mid-nineteenth century, however, 

they were forced to relocate to a reservation. 

Today, tribal members preserve the integrity 

of a society that still fosters living ni’iihi’, as 

they call it, “in a good way.” Award-winning 

photographer Sara Wiles captures that life 

on film and in words in Arapaho Journeys, an 

inside look at thirty years of Northern Arapaho 

life on the Wind River Indian Reservation in 

central Wyoming.
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Shooting from the Hip
Photographs and Essays

By J. Don Cook

$29.95 CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4180-0 

144 PAGES • 11 × 11 • 75 B&W ILLUS.

In this heartfelt tribute to the spirit and 

people of Oklahoma, one of the state’s most 

distinguished photojournalists shows that he is 

equally talented as a photographer and writer. 

Showcasing black-and-white photographs and 

fifty short essays, Shooting from the Hip portrays 

Oklahoma’s people, animals, lifestyles, 

landscapes, and weather in all their diversity. 

Cowboys, kids, tornados, trucks, rattlesnakes, 

fiddlers—J. Don Cook has seen them all, and 

through his poignant essays, he allows us not 

only to see them but to understand them as 

he does.

Life at the Kiowa, Comanche 
and Wichita Agency
The Photographs of Annette Ross Hume

By Kristina L. Southwell and John R. Lovett

$34.95s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4138-1 

256 PAGES • 9.5 × 11.5 • 184 B&W ILLUS.

Anadarko, Oklahoma, bills itself today as 

the “Indian Capital of the Nation,” but it 

was a drowsy frontier village when budding 

photographer Annette Ross Hume arrived 

in 1890. Home to a federal agency charged 

with serving the many American Indian tribes 

in the area, the town burgeoned when the 

U.S. government auctioned off building lots 

at the turn of the twentieth century. Hume 

faithfully documented its explosive growth and 

the American Indians she encountered. Her 

extraordinary photographs are collected here 

for the first time.
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Faces of the Frontier
Photographic Portraits from the 

American West, 1845–1924

By Frank H. Goodyear III

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4082-7 

320 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 127 COLOR AND 20 B&W ILLUS. 

PUBLISHED IN COOPERATION WITH THE 

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY

Faces of the Frontier showcases more than 120 

photographic portraits of leaders, statesmen, 

soldiers, laborers, activists, criminals, and 

others, all posed before the cameras that 

made their way to nearly every mining shanty-

town and frontier outpost on the prairie. The 

names of some are familiar— Teddy Roosevelt, 

Mark Twain, Sitting Bull, Annie Oakley. The 

names of others may be less well known, but 

they played a significant role in re-creating 

the American West. These are all people of 

the West, and their portraits give us a unique 

glimpse into a lost time and place.

Lanterns on the Prairie
The Blackfeet Photographs 

of Walter McClintock

Edited by Steven L. Grafe

$60.00s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-4022-3 

$34.95s PAPER • 978-0-8061-4029-2 

336 PAGES • 10 × 11 • 12 COLOR AND 116 B&W ILLUS.

In 1896, a young easterner named Walter 

McClintock arrived on the Blackfeet Indian 

Reservation. A forest survey had brought him 

to Montana, but a chance encounter with 

a part-Blackfeet scout led him instead to a 

career as a chronicler of Plains Indian life. 

McClintock is now well known as the author 

of two books about his experiences among the 

Blackfeet, but only a few of his photographs 

have ever been published. This volume features 

biographical and interpretive essays about 

McClintock’s life and work and presents more 

than one hundred of his little-known images.
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A Northern Cheyenne Album
Photographs by Thomas B. Marquis

Edited by Margot Liberty 

Commentary by John Woodenlegs

$29.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-3893-0 

304 PAGES • 9 × 9 • 142 B&W ILLUS.

In 1878 the Northern Cheyennes left what 

is now Oklahoma, where they had been 

incarcerated, and began an epic journey 

back to their homeland. They suffered great 

losses, but a small group of survivors reached 

its destination in southeastern Montana 

in 1879 and eventually won the right to a 

reservation there. A Northern Cheyenne Album 

presents a rare series of never-before-published 

photographs that document the lives of tribal 

people on the reservation during the early 

twentieth century—a period of rapid change. 

“For anyone interested in seeing a cultural 

transition chronicled in pictures and narratives, 

this book is a gold mine.”— Richard E. 
Littlebear, President of Chief Dull Knife College

A Danish Photographer 
of Idaho Indians
Benedicte Wrensted

By Joanna Cohan Scherer

$29.95s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-3684-4 

160 PAGES • 9 × 11.5 • 176 DUOTONE ILLUS. AND 2 MAPS

With A Danish Photographer of Idaho Indians, 

Joanna Cohan Scherer rescues from oblivion 

a remarkable photographer—Benedicte 

Wrensted—who greatly contributed to the 

visual legacy of the Northern Shoshone, Lemhi, 

and Bannock American Indian tribes. This 

volume reproduces a number of Wrensted’s 

photographs including the names of the 

subjects, their biographical data, and an 

ethnographic analysis of their Native attire. 

The book redresses decades of neglect by 

restoring both Wrensted and her Indian 

subjects to a place in history—Wrensted as a 

distinguished photographer and her clients as 

named persons.
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Peoples of the Plateau
The Indian Photographs of  

Lee Moorhouse, 1898–1915

By Steven L. Grafe

$29.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-3742-1 

224 PAGES • 10.25 × 10.25 • 104 B&W ILLUS.

The photographs in Peoples of the Plateau 

capture the lives of Pacific Northwest Indians 

at the turn of the twentieth century. By the late 

nineteenth century, after the U.S. government 

had confined these Indians to a reservation, 

their lives began to change irrevocably. 

Major Lee Moorhouse served as an Indian 

agent during this period. Believing that these 

Indians were a “dying race,” Moorhouse was 

driven to collect their artifacts and take their 

photographs. This book marks the first major 

examination of Moorhouse and his work. 

Featuring eighty exquisite plates, it not only 

showcases Moorhouse’s extensive photographs 

but also tells the story of the man and of the 

world in which he lived and worked.

ORdER BY PHONE: 

800-627-7377 

OR 405-325-2000

ORdER BY FAX: 

800-735-0476 

OR 405-364-5798 

ORdER ONLINE: 

OUPRESS.COM

Payment must accompany orders from 

individuals. For domestic orders, please 

add $5.00 USPS shipping for the first book 

and $1.50 for each additional book. For 

UPS/Priority shipping, add $8.00 for the 

first book, and $2.00 for each additional 

book. For international orders, including 

Canada, add $15.00 USPS shipping for 

the first book, and $10.00 for each addi-

tional book. Residents of Oklahoma must 

include 8.25% sales tax. Canadian orders 

add 5% GST. We accept checks, money 

orders, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and 

American Express.
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Biography Ernest L. Blumenschein
The Life of an American Artist

By Robert W. Larson and Carole B. Larson

29.95s CLOTH · 978-0-8061-4334-7 

384 PAGES · 5.5 × 8.5 · 16 COLOR 

PHOTOS, 16 B&W ILLUS.

This insightful, comprehensive biography 

examines the character and life experiences 

that made Blumenschein one of the foremost 

artists of the twentieth century. Robert W. 

Larson and Carole B. Larson begin their life of 

“Blumy” with his Ohio childhood and trace his 

development as an artist from early study in 

Cincinnati, New York City, and Paris through 

his first career as a book and magazine 

illustrator. Blumenschein and artist Bert G. 

Phillips discovered the budding art community 

of Taos, New Mexico, in 1898. In 1915 the 

two along with Joseph Henry Sharp, E. Irving 

Couse, and other like-minded artists organized 

the Taos Society of Artists. 
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Fire Light
The Life of Angel De Cora, Winnebago Artist

By Linda M. Waggoner

$34.95 CLOTH • 978-0-8061-3954-8 

352 PAGES • 6 × 9 • 40 B&W ILLUS.

Artist, teacher, and Red Progressive, Angel De 

Cora (1869–1919) painted Fire Light to capture 

warm memories of her Nebraska Winnebago 

childhood. One of the first American Indian 

artists to be accepted within the mainstream 

art world, De Cora left her childhood home 

on the Winnebago reservation to find success 

in the urban Northeast at the turn of the 

twentieth century. In this biography, Linda 

M. Waggoner draws on that glowing image 

to illuminate De Cora’s life and artistry, 

which until now have been largely overlooked 

by scholars. Fire Light shows us both a 

consummate artist and a fully realized woman, 

who learned how to traverse the borders of 

Red identity in a white man’s world.

Behind Every Man
The Story of Nancy Cooper Russell

By Joan Stauffer

$19.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-3952-4 

384 PAGES • 6 × 9 • 40 B&W ILLUS.

After Nancy Cooper married Charlie Russell in 

1895, she helped turn a journeyman cowboy 

and ranch hand who sketched and sculpted in 

his spare time into a full-time artist who sold 

and exhibited all over the globe. In Behind Every 

Man, Joan Stauffer offers the first biography of 

the person whom Charles Russell called “the 

best booster and pardner a man ever had.” 

Stauffer’s portrait, evoked in the voice of its 

subject and based on a decade of research, 

offers readers both a complete life story of 

Nancy Russell and creative insight into her 

thoughts and feelings.
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Charles M. Russell
The Life and Legend of 

America’s Cowboy Artist

By John Taliaferro

$19.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-3495-6 

336 PAGES • 6 × 9 • 22 B&W ILLUS.

This first comprehensive biography of Charles 

M. Russell examines the colorful life and 

times of Montana’s famed Cowboy Artist. 

Born to an affluent St. Louis family in 1864, 

young Russell read thrilling tales of the West 

and filled sketchbooks with imagined frontier 

scenes. At sixteen he left home and headed west 

to become a cowboy. In Montana Territory 

he consorted with cowpunchers, Indians, 

preachers, saloon keepers, and prostitutes, 

while celebrating the waning American 

frontier’s glory days in some 4,000 paintings, 

watercolors, drawings, and sculptures. He was 

revered as one of the country’s ranking Western 

artist with works displayed in the finest galleries, 

his romantic vision of the Old West forever 

shaping our own.

Thomas Moran
Artist of the Mountains 

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged

By Thurman Wilkins

$39.95s CLOTH • 978-0-8061-3040-8 

464 PAGES • 7.5 × 10.25 • 8 COLOR 

PHOTOS AND 35 HALFTONES

The American West was the subject of Thomas 

Moran’s greatest artistic triumphs —Yosemite, 

the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, Zion 

Canyon, the Virgin River, Colorado’s Mountain 

of the Holy Cross, and the Grand Tetons—

but his travels with Ferdinand V. Hayden’s 

geological surveys of the Upper Yellowstone 

were matched by trips to his native Britain and 

to Venice, Florida, the Spanish Southwest, and 

Old Mexico. These scenes inspired memorable 

landscapes and seascapes, as did the sojourns 

of the Moran family in Pennsylvania, New 

Jersey, and East Hampton, Long Island, when 

they retreated from the demands of the New 

York art scene.
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Nature as Muse
Inventing Impressionist Landscape

By Christoph Heinrich

$50.00s CLOTH • 978-0-914738-91-6 

168 PAGES • 12 × 10 • 100 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

Featuring rarely seen paintings from the 

collection of Frederic C. Hamilton of Denver, 

supplemented by works from the Denver Art 

Museum, this book presents a broad-ranging 

history of Impressionist landscape—from the 

pioneering artists who painted in the forest 

of Fontainebleau and such paragons and 

teachers as Courbet, Corot, Daubigny, Boudin, 

and Manet through the central figures of 

Impressionism—Pissarro, Monet, Renoir, Sisley, 

and Morisot—and ultimately to Caillebotte, 

Cézanne, and van Gogh, whose works marked 

the start of a new era. A final chapter on the 

American painters Chase, Twachtman, and 

Hassam gives an idea of Impressionism’s 

inroads into the United States.
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Decades
An Expanded Context for Western 

American Art, 1900–1940

Contributions by Charles C. Eldredge, Betsy 

Fahlman, Randall R. Griffey and Ron Tyler

$10.95 PAPER • 978-0-914738-89-3 

80 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 82 B&W AND COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR THE DENVER ART MUSEUM

This ninth volume of Western Passages explores 

western American art within the context of 

the first four decades of the twentieth century. 

Decades divides the period from 1900 to 1940 

into ten-year increments to investigate major 

artistic movements and important figures in 

western American art across mediums, styles, 

and subjects. In four wide-ranging essays, 

art historians examine western American art 

alongside concurrent events in American art 

and history, revealing intriguing—and often 

surprising—intersections among American 

history, western American art, and American art.

Red
The Eiteljorg Contemporary 

Art Fellowship, 2013

Edited by Jennifer Complo 

McNutt and Ashley Holland

$30.00s PAPER • 978-0-9798495-7-2 

136 PAGES • 8.5 × 11 • 106 COLOR AND 5 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR EITELJORG MUSEUM OF 

AMERICAN INDIANS AND WESTERN ART

Red: Eiteljorg Contemporary Art Fellowship 2013, 

the eighth iteration of the Eiteljorg Museum’s 

acclaimed biennial art series, documents the 

strength, drama, determination, and humor 

of contemporary Native art and the artists 

who create it. Celebrating the work of Invited 

Artist Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun (Coast 

Salish/Okanagan) and Eiteljorg Fellows Julie 

Buffalohead (Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma), 

Nicholas Galanin (Tlingit/Aleut), Shan 

Goshorn (Eastern Band of Cherokee), and 

Meryl McMaster (Plains Cree/Blackfoot), Red 

declares that any person who lives with the 

idea that Native people are vanishing, weak, 

or failing to thrive needs simply to look at 

their art.
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Painters and the American 
West, Volume 2
Contributions by Sarah A. Hunt, 

James P. Rhonda, Joan Carpenter 

Troccoli, and John Wilmerding

$80.00 CLOTH • 978-0-9881774-0-6 

344 PAGES • 9.5 × 12 • 150 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR AMERICAN 

MUSEUM OF WESTERN ART

Painters and the American West, Volume II is a 

companion and sequel to the award-winning 

Painters and the American West: The Anschutz 

Collection, published in 2000. The present 

volume includes the finest works featured 

in the earlier book, along with major recent 

acquisitions by Alfred Jacob Miller, Charles 

Deas, William Ranney, Emanuel Leutze, 

Thomas Eakins, Thomas Anshutz, Henry 

Farny, N. C. Wyeth, William Herbert “Buck” 

Dunton, Edward Hopper, and many others. 

The 150 masterful images from over a century 

of painting that are showcased in this book 

expand our understanding of the place of the 

American West in the story of humankind.

Elevating Western American Art
Developing an Institute in the 

Cultural Capital of the Rockies

Edited by Thomas Brent Smith

$34.95 CLOTH • 978-0-914738-72-5 

$24.95 PAPER • 978-0-914738-71-8 

304 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 300 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

Unprecedented in size and scope, this special 

issue of Western Passages celebrates the full 

range of the western American art holdings at 

the Denver Art Museum. Published to mark 

the tenth anniversary of the museum’s Petrie 

Institute of Western American Art, Elevating 

Western American Art: Developing an Institute in 

the Cultural Capital of the Rockies includes thirty 

essays by art historians from across the United 

States and Canada as well as a comprehensive 

history of the growth of Denver’s impressive 

collection of art of the American West. 
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Shaping the West
American Sculptors of the 19th Century

Contributions by Thayer Tolles, Peter H. 

Hassrick, Andrew Walker, and Sarah Boehme

$10.95 PAPER • 978-0-914738-66-4 

96 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 95 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

Shaping the West, the sixth edition of Western 

Passages, focuses on sculpture—an often 

overlooked, neglected, and misunderstood 

form of artistic expression. Sculpture has too 

often taken a backseat to painting, and this is 

equally true for western American art. Almost 

everyone recognizes Frederic Remington’s iconic 

bronze The Broncho Buster, but beyond this and 

a few other examples the familiarity begins to 

wane. Yet when one surveys the quality and 

professionalism of sculptors working in western 

themes during the late 1800s and early 1900s, 

the output is astounding. During this period in 

American art, sculpture could rank as the more 

popular medium given the significance and 

frequency of public commissions and the mass 

appeal of smaller bronzes.

Sweet on the West
How Candy Built a Colorado Treasure

By Denver Art Museum

$10.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-9969-6 

80 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 68 COLOR AND 13 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

William and Dorothy Harmsen were true 

American entrepreneurs whose ice-cream 

store, founded in 1949, grew into the wildly 

successful Jolly Rancher Candy Company. This 

volume highlights the Harmsens’ legacy as 

Colorado businesspeople and philanthropists. 

Bill and Dorothy lived their passion for 

the West, among other ways, through art. 

Beginning in 1967, they built a collection that 

broadly encompassed the American West. 

They bought works by recognized masters 

of American western art such as George 

Catlin and Ernest L. Blumenschein, but they 

also acquired works by artists exploring 

contemporary approaches to time-honored 

western themes.
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Heart of the West
New Painting and Sculpture 

of the American West

By Denver Art Museum

$10.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-9971-9 

64 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 50 COLOR AND 3 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

Because western art is by definition topical, 

it is also by necessity representational, and 

often narrative. Western artists must therefore 

rely on a certain degree of realism to express 

themselves visually. While this tendency 

toward realism is out of keeping with abstract 

impressionism, it resonates positively with 

today’s audiences. Since the early 1990s, 

the Denver Art Museum has collected and 

exhibited the works of living American artists 

who celebrate western themes through 

representational forms of creative expression. 

Heart of the West pays tribute to those artists, in 

particular to the remarkable George Carlson. 

Their images embody the essence of the 

evolving American West.

West Point Points West
By Denver Art Museum

$10.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-9968-9 

80 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 50 COLOR AND 36 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

During the nineteenth and even the twentieth 

centuries, military officers were expected to 

sketch battlefields and design fortifications. 

Officers of the Army Corps of Topographical 

Engineers, which organized exploring 

expeditions, were asked to return with the 

information needed to map the expanding 

American West. Thus, the Military Academy at 

West Point incorporated art into its curriculum 

within a year after its creation in 1802. West 

Point Points West celebrates the confluence 

of military mission and artistic pursuit. Five 

distinguished scholars—B. Byron Price, David 

Reel, John Pultz, Roger Echo-Hawk, and Joan 

Carpenter Troccoli—offer varying perspectives 

on the seminal role played by West Point and 

the U.S. Army in the development of western 

American art.
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The Kress Collection at the  
Denver Art Museum
By Angelica Daneo

$25.00 PAPER • 978-0-914738-69-5 

168 PAGES • 6.75 × 9 • 107 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation was formed 

to celebrate art by making it accessible to 

the entire country. Published on the fiftieth 

anniversary of the foundation’s 1961 gift 

to the Denver Art Museum of thirty-seven 

masterworks—from the mid-fourteenth to the 

mid-seventeenth century—this guide to the 

collection continues and honors the Samuel 

H. Kress Foundation’s enduring artistic vision. 

With more than 100 color illustrations, this 

lavishly illustrated catalogue presents readers 

with beautiful images and individual entries, 

including provenance and specific literature, 

detailing each work in the Kress Collection at 

the Denver Art Museum.

Pre-Columbian Art and Archeology
Essays in Honor of Frederick R. Mayer

By Margaret Young-Sánchez

$25.00s CLOTH · 978-0-914738-82-4 

144 PAGES · 8.5 × 11 · 94 COLOR, 26 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

Symposia presented at the Denver Art Museum 

in 2002 and 2007 focused, respectively, on 

pre-Columbian art in the museum collection 

and the art and archaeology of ancient 

Costa Rica. Edited by Denver Art Museum 

curator Margaret Young-Sánchez, this lavishly 

illustrated volume brings together newly 

revised and expanded symposium papers 

from pre-Columbian scholars, while paying 

tribute to the legacy of Denver philanthropist 

Frederick R. Mayer—a generous supporter of 

archaeological and art historical research, 

scientific analysis, and scholarly publication.
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At the Crossroads
The Arts of Spanish America and 

Early Global Trade, 1492–1850

Edited by Donna Pierce and Ronald Otsuka

$29.95s PAPER · 978-0-914738-80-0 

176 PAGES · 8.5 × 11 · 150 COLOR ILLUS., 2 MAPS 

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

The Denver Art Museum held a symposium 

in 2010, which was cohosted by the Frederick 

and Jan Mayer Center for Pre-Columbian 

and Spanish Colonial Art and by the Asian 

Art Department William Sharpless Jackson 

Jr. Endowment, to examine the impact of 

early modern globalization on the arts of 

Spanish America. The museum assembled an 

international group of scholars specializing 

in the arts and history of Asia, Europe, and 

Latin America to present recent research, with 

topics ranging from discussions of architecture, 

painting, and sculpture to engravings, ceramics, 

clothing, and decorative arts of the period. This 

volume presents revised and expanded versions 

of papers presented at the symposium.

Companion to Spanish Colonial 
Art at the Denver Art Museum  
By Donna Pierce

$19.95 PAPER • 978-0-914738-78-7 

108 PAGES • 6 × 9 • 110 COLOR ILLUS. AND 2 MAPS  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

The Denver Art Museum counts among its 

greatest resources a world-renowned Spanish 

Colonial collection rich in art from all over 

Latin America. Initiated in 1936, the Spanish 

Colonial collection has grown dramatically 

over the years to include more than 3,000 

objects. It is the best collection of its type in 

the United States and, in many areas, it is 

the most comprehensive collection outside 

of country of origin. The museum’s Spanish 

Colonial galleries include significant paintings, 

sculpture, furniture, silver, and decorative 

arts from the period. This lavishly illustrated 

volume—the first ever devoted to the museum’s 

Spanish Colonial collection as a whole—serves 

as a primer to this stellar art collection.
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Marajó
Ancient Ceramics from the Mouth 

of the Amazon

By Margaret Young-Sánchez and  

Denise P. Schaan

$25.00s PAPER • 978-0-914738-73-2 

72 PAGES • 8.5 X 11 • 65 COLOR AND 3 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

The Amazon Basin is now recognized as a 

cradle of cultural and technological innovation 

in the ancient Americas. It was there that 

the hemisphere’s earliest known ceramics 

(ca. 5000 b.c.) were produced. Beautifully 

decorated ceramics reveal the skill and artistry 

of Amazonian potters and the complexity 

of their cosmology. Lavishly illustrated, this 

volume presents ceramics from the Denver Art 

Museum, Barbier-Mueller Museums of Geneva 

and Barcelona, University of Pennsylvania 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, 

American Museum of Natural History, and 

private collections.

Nature and Spirit
Ancient Costa Rican Treasures in the Mayer 

Collection at the Denver Art Museum

By Margaret Young-Sánchez

$49.95s CLOTH • 978-0-914738-68-8 

192 PAGES • 10 × 10 • 110 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

Assembled almost entirely by Frederick and Jan 

Mayer, The Denver Art Museum’s collection 

of ancient Costa Rican art is one of the finest 

and most comprehensive in the world, and 

it is a major component of the museum’s 

acclaimed holdings in New World art. Nature 

and Spirit reveals to the modern world the 

richness and sophistication of indigenous 

thought and the incredible beauty of native 

art in the Americas. Generously illustrated and 

engagingly organized, Nature and Spirit is both 

an excellent introduction to Costa Rican art 

and an essential addition to any collection on 

native peoples of the Americas.
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The Arts of South 
America, 1492–1850
By Donna Pierce

$39.95s PAPER • 978-0-8061-9976-4 

224 PAGES • 8.5 × 11 • 140 COLOR AND 36 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

The Mayer Center for Pre-Columbian and 

Spanish Colonial Art at the Denver Art 

Museum held a symposium in 2008 to examine 

the arts of South America during the culturally 

complex period of Spanish and Portuguese 

colonialism in the early modern era. Specialists 

in the arts and history of Latin America 

traveled from Venezuela, Spain, Portugal, and 

the United States to present recent research. 

The topics ranged from architecture, painting, 

and sculpture to furniture and the decorative 

arts. Edited by Denver Art Museum curator 

Donna Pierce, this volume presents revised and 

expanded versions of the papers presented at 

the symposium.

Asia and Spanish America
Trans-Pacific Artistic and Cultural 

Exchange, 1500–1850

Edited by Donna Pierce and Ronald Otsuka

$39.95s PAPER • 978-0-8061-9973-3 

208 PAGES • 8.5 × 11 • 196 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

The Denver Art Museum held a symposium 

in 2006 to examine a little-known aspect 

of globalization in the early modern era. 

Specialists in the arts and history of Asia 

and Latin America came from Europe, Asia, 

and the Americas to present recent research 

on connections between the two areas. This 

volume presents revised and expanded versions 

of the papers presented at the symposium. 

An interdisciplinary study bringing together 

scholars from two fields of art and addressing 

a variety of artistic media, this beautifully 

illustrated volume will be an important 

resource for scholars and enthusiasts of Asian 

and Latin American art and history.
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Tiwanaku
Papers from the 2005 Mayer Center 

Symposium at the Denver Art Museum

Edited by Margaret Young-Sánchez

$45.00s PAPER • 978-0-8061-9972-6 

264 PAGES • 8.5 × 11 • 103 COLOR AND 66 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

In 2005, the Denver Art Museum hosted a 

symposium in conjunction with the exhibition 

Tiwanaku: Ancestors of the Inca. An international 

array of scholars of Tiwanaku, Wari, and Inca 

art and archaeology presented results of the 

latest research conducted in Bolivia, Chile, and 

Peru. This copiously illustrated volume, edited 

by Margaret Young-Sánchez of the Denver 

Art Museum, presents revised and amplified 

papers from the symposium. Bringing together 

current research on Pucara, Tiwanaku, Wari, 

and Inca art and archaeology, this volume will 

be an important resource for scholars and 

enthusiasts of ancient South America.

Treasures of Gilcrease
Selections from the Permanent Collection

By Sarah Erwin, Anne Morand,  

Kevin Smith, and Daniel C. Swan

$39.95 CLOTH • 978-0-8061-9955-9 

$19.95 PAPER • 978-0-8061-9956-6 

200 PAGES • 9.5 × 13.5 • 179 COLOR AND 16 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR DENVER ART MUSEUM

In 1938, Thomas Gilcrease, a native of 

Tulsa, Oklahoma, opened the first museum 

devoted to the art of the American West. A 

true visionary, Gilcrease was ahead of his 

time in understanding the importance of 

America’s own heritage. His passion for art 

and history, his Native American ancestry, and 

his oil revenues coincided in a rare alignment. 

His legacy is an astounding collection of 

paintings, sculptures, artifacts, rare books, 

and documents. This lavishly produced 

book, featuring nearly two hundred color 

reproductions, tells the story of Gilcrease and 

of the renowned museum that bears his name.
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Woody Crumbo
Contributions by Robert Perry, Kimberly 

Roblin, Carole Klein, Robert S. Cross, Minisa 

Crumbo Halsey, and Ruthe Blalock Jones 

Photographs by Robert S. Cross

$24.95s CLOTH · 978-0-9819799-5-3 

148 PAGES · 9 X 10 · 151 COLOR & B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

Potawatomi, French, and German by birth, 

Crumbo was orphaned young and fostered 

within various Native traditions. His genius 

knew no tribal borders, but he supported and 

promoted Indian art and artists throughout 

his life, as an educator, director of art at 

Bacone College, consultant to Thomas 

Gilcrease, and early adopter of printmaking 

methods that expanded the audience for 

Native fine art. The Gilcrease Museum has the 

honor of possessing the largest extant body of 

Crumbo’s delightful and finely crafted work, 

which is celebrated and interpreted within the 

pages of this book.

To Capture the Sun
Gold of Ancient Panama

Contributions by Richard G. Cooke, Nicholas J. 

Saunders, John W. Hoopes, and Jeffrey Quilter

$39.95s CLOTH • 978-0-9819799-0-8 

$24.95s PAPER • 978-0-9819799-1-5 

400 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 200 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

Written to accompany an upcoming 

exhibition, To Capture the Sun: Gold of Ancient 

Panama explores the Gilcrease Museum’s 

collection of Pre-Columbian gold for the first 

time since its acquisition in the 1940s. More 

than a beautifully illustrated exhibit catalogue, 

this volume includes essays by leading scholars 

who use the Gilcrease collection to discuss the 

rise of metallurgy in the Western Hemisphere, 

the symbolic significance of gold in Gran Coclé 

culture, and the influence of Pre-Columbian 

gold on world economies.
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Perfectly American
The Art-Union and Its Artists

Contributions by Patricia Hills, Peter J. 

Brownlee, Randy Ramer, and Amanda Lett

$39.95s CLOTH • 978-0-9819799-2-2 

$24.95s PAPER • 978-0-9819799-3-9 

200 PAGES • 8.5 × 11 • 60 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

The American Art-Union, based in New York 

City, was founded in 1844 with the goal 

of fostering the arts in America through 

education and publication. Modeled after 

European organizations, the American Art-

Union sought to establish a national aesthetic 

in the United States and unite all regions of 

the country through art. As the United States 

grew increasingly divided in the 1840s, the Art-

Union’s selections came under heavy scrutiny 

and there were accusations of supposed 

abolitionist and Whig sentiments. This book 

provides a new look at the American Art-Union 

and the culture of the United States in the 

1840s.

Forging a Nation
The American History Collection 

at Gilcrease Museum

Contributions by Kimberly Roblin

$39.95s CLOTH • 978-0-9725657-9-0 

$24.95s PAPER • 978-0-9725657-8-3 

252 PAGES • 9.5× 12.5 • 300 B&W AND COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

On a humid morning in Philadelphia in 1776, 

the Second Continental Congress adopted 

the Declaration of Independence and created 

a new nation – the United States of America 

- few colonists-turned-citizens could foresee 

the great struggles that lay before it in the 

centuries to come. Forging a Nation explores 

those struggles—the history of the US—as told 

through art, artifacts, and archival materials 

that illuminate some three hundred years of a 

shared cultural experience.
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Art of the Oklahoma State Capitol
The Senate Collection

By Bob Burke

$39.95s CLOTH • 978-0-9725657-6-9 

220 PAGES • 9.5 × 10.5 • 107 COLOR ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

Exploring Oklahoma through paintings and 

sculpture, Art of the Oklahoma State Capitol 

examines the history of the state from 

the Indian territorial period through the 

twentieth century and beyond. Focusing on 

the art collected by Senator Charles Ford 

and sponsored by the Oklahoma State 

Senate Historical Preservation Fund, it 

reveals—through the vision of talented artists 

from around the state—the personalities of 

those who have shaped Oklahoma’s past 

and present. Showcasing works by Charles 

Banks Wilson, Mike Wimmer, Linda Tuma 

Robertson, and many others, this book 

highlights some of the more prominent 

contemporary artists working in Oklahoma.

Charles Banks Wilson 
Contributions by Randy Ramer, Carole 

Klein, Anne Morand, and Carol Haralson

$19.95s PAPER • 978-0-9725657-3-8 

200 PAGES • 9 × 10 • 97 COLOR AND 97 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

Charles Banks Wilson is one of Oklahoma’s 

most beloved and accomplished artists. 

Known for his portraits and murals honoring 

great Oklahomans and Oklahoma history, and 

for his career-spanning series of portraits of 

Native Americans, his place in the history of 

American art is assured. This stunning book, 

featuring nearly two hundred reproductions 

of his works, celebrates both his life story and 

his artistic legacy. The contributors to this 

book reveal Wilson’s devotion to American 

heartland life through detailed analysis of his 

works, many from the Gilcrease Collection, 

created over nearly seven decades of the 

artist’s life.
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Willard Stone
By Randy Ramer, Carole Klein,  

Kimberly Roblin, and Regan Hansen

$24.95s PAPER • 978-0-9725657-4-5 

192 PAGES • 9 × 10 • 165 COLOR AND 56 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR GILCREASE MUSEUM

This lavishly illustrated volume presents 

the life and work of Cherokee woodcarver 

Willard Stone. Four authors, including staff 

of the Gilcrease Museum and one of Stone’s 

grandsons, provide insight into the artist’s 

biography, his carving techniques, his sources 

of inspiration, and his legacy as an Oklahoma 

artist. Referring to himself as a “folklorist in 

wood,” Stone carved his philosophy of life into 

his works, creating stories that glowed with 

universal truths and resonated with his own 

personality. In addition to his ability to create 

beautiful forms, it is his gift of storytelling 

that lends the carvings of Willard Stone their 

profound mark of distinction.

They Know Who They Are
By Mike and Martha Larsen

$30.00s CLOTH · 978-0-9797858-4-9 

144 PAGES · 9 × 12 · 25 COLOR AND 40 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR CHICKASAW PRESS

In August 2004, Oklahoma Centennial project 

artist Mike Larsen approached Chickasaw 

Nation leaders with an idea to honor living 

Chickasaw elders— sages of his own tribe. 

He wanted to learn about their families and 

hear their stories, and he wanted to connect 

with their Chickasaw strength and spirit. In 

the Larsen studio, carefully rendered sketches 

progressed from paper to canvas to yield the 

24 remarkable paintings reproduced in this 

volume. Martha Larsen has written a richly 

detailed narrative, based on each elder’s 

interview, documenting his or her cultural 

beliefs, experiences, and history.
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Proud to be Chickasaw
By Mike and Martha Larsen

$30.00s CLOTH · 978-1-935684-01-5 

130 PAGES · 9 × 12 · 25 COLOR AND 46 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR CHICKASAW PRESS

Among Oklahoma painters, Mike Larsen is 

a living legend. His work—from a twenty-six-

foot mural in the Oklahoma state capitol 

to a painting appearing on the U.S. postage 

stamp honoring the Oklahoma centennial—is 

visible and prominent. In 2005, leaders of 

the Chickasaw Nation commissioned Larsen 

to create twenty-four oil portraits of living 

Chickasaw elders. After those paintings were 

completed, the Chickasaws commissioned 

a second series of twenty-four portraits—

showcased in this handsome, full-color 

volume. Proud to be Chickasaw captures the spirit 

of the most revered members of Chickasaw 

and American Indian society: the elders. This 

book is an exciting addition to the growing 

body of literature about American Indians, by 

American Indians.

Chickasaw Renaissance
By Phillip Carroll Morgan 

Photography by David G. Fitzgerald

$34.95s CLOTH • 978-0-9797858-8-7 

240 PAGES • 10 × 13 • 131 COLOR AND 18 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR CHICKASAW PRESS

When Oklahoma achieved statehood in 1907, 

the U.S. government declared Chickasaw titles 

to tribal lands null and void. The Chickasaw 

Nation was, in effect, legally abolished. 

Yet for the next sixty years, the Chickasaws 

struggled to regain their sovereign identity, 

and eventually, in 1970, Congress enacted 

legislation allowing the Five Tribes, including 

the Chickasaws, to elect their own governing 

officers. In 1983, the Chickasaws adopted a 

new constitution for their nation. In Chickasaw 

Renaissance, Phillip Carroll Morgan profiles the 

experiences of the Chickasaw people during 

this tumultuous period in their history, from 

the dissolution of their government to the 

resurgence of their nation.
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Chickasaw
Unconquered and Unconquerable

By Jeannie Barbour, Dr. Amanda Cobb-

Greetham and Linda Hogan 

Photography by David G. Fitzgerald

$34.95s CLOTH • 978-1-55868-992-3 

128 PAGES • 10 × 13 • 145 COLOR AND 17 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR CHICKASAW PRESS 

From their homelands in the Southeast, to their 

removal to Indian Territory, to their status as 

a thriving nation today, the Chickasaw people 

represent one of the most resilient cultures in 

American history. Through vivid photographs 

and insightful essays, this book tells the 

incredible story of the Chickasaws. Featuring 

the award-winning photography of David 

Fitzgerald and essays by Chickasaw writers 

Jeannie Barbour, Dr. Amanda Cobb-Greetham, 

and Linda Hogan, this authoritative book brings 

alive the unique history and identity of the 

Chickasaws. Handsomely produced, Chickasaw: 

Unconquered and Unconquerable is the winner of 

a gold medal for design from the Independent 

Publishers Association.

Uprising!
Woody Crumbo’s Indian Art

By Robert Perry

$29.95s CLOTH • 978-0-9797858-5-6 

256 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 36 COLOR AND 74 B&W ILLUS.  

DISTRIBUTED FOR CHICKASAW PRESS 

The life of Woodrow “Woody” Crumbo 

(1912–1989) parallels the twentieth-

century evolution of American Indian art. 

An accomplished Native dancer, flutist, 

silversmith, and poet, Crumbo is perhaps 

best known today for his oil paintings and 

silk screens—revolutionary artworks that were 

denigrated by some critics at first but that 

helped move Indian art to museums of fine 

art, as well as its markets. Now the life story 

of an Indian artist who often went against 

the grain is told by an accomplished Indian 

storyteller. Uprising! Woody Crumbo’s Indian Art 

tells a compassionate and inspiring story as 

it fills a gap in the historical record regarding 

indigenous artists of the century just closed.
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Generations
The Helen Cox Kersting Collection 

of Southwestern Cultural Arts

Edited by James H. Nottage

$75.00 CLOTH • 978-0-9798495-1-9 

460 PAGES • 9 × 12 • 549 COLOR AND 7 B&W ILLUS 

DISTRIBUTED FOR EITELJORG MUSEUM OF 

AMERICAN INDIANS AND WESTERN ART

Lavishly illustrated, Generations celebrates the 

nearly 800 works of Native American art in 

The Helen Cox Kersting Collection, including 

pottery, jewelry, baskets, weavings, katsinas, 

and paintings. Representing the work of Native 

artists from the late 1800s to the present, 

the collection demonstrates the survival and 

flowering of work by Navajo, Pueblo, and other 

American Indian artists across the generations.

Bierstadt’s West
By Gerald L. Carr

$20.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-90-6 

92 PAGES • 11.5 × 8.75 • 31 COLOR AND 18 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

As an artist, Albert Bierstadt was concerned 

more with communicating his image of 

the West to the American public than with 

following changing styles in the art world. For 

him, the immensity of the Rocky Mountains 

could find appropriate expression only on large 

canvases. Despite their size, and the immensity 

of terrain represented, he also managed to 

include a lavish amount of detail, particularly 

in his foregrounds. As a consequence, he was 

often criticized in later years for overstatement, 

for combining several paintings into one 

canvas, sometimes from different perspectives. 

When he did not lose sight of the whole in his 

efforts to combine large vistas and accurate 

amounts of detail, the impact of his work 

could be universalizing.
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Edward Borein
Cowboy Artist

By Harold G. Davidson

$20.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-63-0 

228 PAGES • 9 × 10 • 66 COLOR AND 182 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

Like his good friend Charles M. Russell, 

Edward Borein stands today as one of the 

most artistically gifted and intellectually honest 

chroniclers of the American West and a way of 

life that has now, unfortunately, passed almost 

completely away. A master at portraying 

cowboys, Indians and Western life and work, 

his early work documented the transition from 

Spanish to American influence in California, 

and he continued to paint Western scenes until 

the end of his life. The fine sketches, etchings, 

drawings and watercolors of this self-taught 

artist come to life in this book.

Frank Tenney Johnson and 
the American West
Essay by Melissa J. Webster

$20.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-65-4 

128 PAGES • 10 × 9 • 42 COLOR AND 18 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

In 1904, Field and Stream sent Frank Tenney 

Johnson (1874-1939) to the Rockies and the 

Southwest. It was on this journey that Johnson 

established his distinctive style and discovered 

the subject matter on which he would draw 

throughout his life. He became a painter of 

the world of Indians and cowboys from the 

Wyoming Rockies to the exotic canyons and 

cliffs of New Mexico and Arizona, and was 

considered the foremost painter of the West, 

recognized for picking up where Remington 

and Russell left off.
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Georgia O’Keeffe
Selected Paintings and Works on Paper

By Georgia O’Keeffe 

Preface by Gerald P. Peters

$20.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-14-2  

48 PAGES • 9.75 × 10.5 • 22 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

This catalogue is a broad survey of Georgia 

O’Keeffe’s art and vision, from her early 

abstract watercolors to the late New Mexican 

landscapes. These pages give equal treatment 

to her sublime but lesser known works on 

paper, including watercolors and charcoals 

of land, sky, and botanical and architectural 

motifs. Many of the flower paintings are 

included, as well as major oil paintings from 

the Black Place and Black Cross series.

Modernist Themes in New Mexico
Works by Early Modernist Painters

Edited by Michael C. Rowley 

Introduction by Barbara G. Bell

$17.50 PAPER • 978-0-935037-29-6 

56 PAGES • 8.25 × 9.5 • 49 COLOR AND 12 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

The artists who came and formed the tight-

knit northern New Mexican artistic community 

that flourished between the wars and later 

were as diverse as the styles they developed 

and brought with them. Not all, of course, 

were painting in the modern idiom, but it is 

undeniable that many of the most talented 

and interesting of these painters were. This 

catalogue explores the styles of twelve of 

the most important and influential Early 

Modernist artists including Andrew Dasburg, 

Frank Applegate, Emil Bisttram, and Cady 

Wells.
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Remington
The Years of Critical Acclaim

By Melissa Webster and Peter Hassrick 

Edited by Kellie Keto

$20.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-89-0 

148 PAGES • 12 × 9.5 • 54 COLOR & 13 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

Frederick Remington’s early paintings of 

the West were more literal depictions than 

his romanticized later ones. The boldness 

Remington had lost in his work by eliminating 

hard outlines began to reinstate itself in his 

later works with vigorous brushwork. In his 

later years, he preferred to paint nocturnes 

because it allowed him greater freedom and 

depth of perspective. This commemorative 

catalogue focuses on Remington’s nocturnes 

and bronzes, a body of work that provides a 

clear view of the artist’s mature vision. In the 

years between 1905 and his death in 1909, 

the new direction of Remington’s art finally 

earned him the critical recognition he had been 

seeking.

Robert Henri in Santa Fe
His Work and Influence

By Valerie Ann Leeds

$25.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-83-8 

192 PAGES • 8.5 × 10 • 87 COLOR AND 27 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY

Robert Henri (1865-1929) spent time in Santa 

Fe in 1916, 1917, 1922 and 1925 during 

which time he produced some thirty portraits, 

mainly of Hispanic and Indian subjects. His 

enthusiasm for New Mexico brought a number 

of artists to the area. He crusaded actively 

against academic conservatism, enlisting 

younger artists and his students in the cause 

of artistic freedom and unflinching realism. 

In 1914, Dr. Edgar Hewitt, director of Santa 

Fe’s School of American Archaeology, urged 

Henri to paint in New Mexico. Henri’s strong 

personality and liberal ideas regarding museum 

policy, particularly unjuried exhibitions, left a 

lasting imprint on the newly opened Museum 

of New Mexico
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Selections from the Estate 
of Józef Gabryel Bakoś
By Józef Gabryel Bakoś   

Essay by Stanley L. Cuba

$15.00 PAPER • 978-0-935037-48-7 

48 PAGES • 7 × 8 • 25 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY 

Józef Gabryel Bakos´ contributed to the 

formation of one of the most important 

regional art traditions focused in the 

southwestern part of the United States. As 

a professional artist and teacher in Santa 

Fe—a 300 hundred-year-old town with a 

colorful mixture of Indian, Hispanic and Anglo 

cultures—Bakos´ played a crucial role in the 

life and growth of the town’s art colony in its 

formative years, largely coinciding with the 

decades between World War I and II. This role 

particularly manifested itself in his founder-

member status in 1921 in Los Cinco Pintores 

(Spanish for “The Five Painters”), the town’s 

first modernist art group.

Spirited Visions
The Art of Andrew Dasburg (1887–1979) 

By Catherine Whitney  

Edited by Rebecca Friedman

$17.50 PAPER • 978-0-935037-58-6 

72 PAGES • 8.5 × 10 • 48 COLOR AND 20 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY 

Andrew Dasburg was born in Paris in 1887, 

but spent his early childhood in Germany. He 

visited Paris in 1907 and became acquainted 

with many figures of the French avant-garde. 

Returning to the United States in 1910, 

Dasburg was a spokesman for abstract art. 

In the 1930s, he stayed mostly in Santa Fe. 

One of the most original and talented—and 

certainly one of the most cosmopolitan artists 

to live in New Mexico—Dasburg stands even 

today as one of the earliest and greatest of 

American Modernist painters. His work, 

however, is easily recognizable as having a 

power, stature and enduring importance that 

go well beyond those of an artist of any mere 

school or region.
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Willard Nash
An American Cézanne

By Willard Nash

$27.50 PAPER • 978-0-935037-92-0 

88 PAGES • 8.5 × 10 • 48 COLOR AND 122 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR GERALD PETERS GALLERY 

Appropriating the Cézanne-inspired principles 

of fragmented form and shifting planes, 

Willard Nash made these stylistic qualities 

his own by incorporating this inspiration 

with his personal vision of the Southwest. He 

was the most technically accomplished and 

intellectually influential member of Los Cinco 

Pintores, a group of early Santa Fe modernists 

united by a desire to experiment with cubism, 

fauvism, and expressionism.

Building One Fire
Art and World View in Cherokee Life

By Chadwick Smith and Rennard 

Strickland with Benny Smith

$24.95 CLOTH · 978-1-61658-960-8 

224 PAGES · 6 × 9 · 200 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR THE CHEROKEE NATION

In Building One Fire, Chad Smith and renowned 

Cherokee-Osage scholar and author Rennard 

Strickland present a unique look at Cherokee 

art through the lens of Cherokee philosophy. 

Since the time when Water Spider brought the 

gift offire to the Cherokee people, the One 

Fire, “the Ancient Lady,” has been at the center 

of Cherokee spiritual life. This book presents 

more than 200 art-works by some 80 artists 

which speak to what it means to be Cherokee.
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Follow the Sun
Robert Lougheed

By Don Hedgpeth

$65.00s CLOTH • 978-0-578-03970-1 

360 PAGES • 11.25 × 11.5 • 334 COLOR AND 85 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR DIAMOND TRAIL PRESS

A quiet, confident man dedicated to painting, 

Robert Lougheed was born in 1910 and 

grew up on a farm in Ontario, Canada, the 

reins of a working horse in one hand and 

a drawing pencil in the other. This is the 

first book to showcase the full breadth of 

Lougheed’s artistic legacy. More than 400 

full-color reproductions trace his trajectory 

from early Canadian studies of working horses 

to commercial work to western scenes and 

timeless plein-air oils of European subjects, 

with much in between. After earning a place 

among renowned illustrators, Lougheed joined 

the Cowboy Artists of America and helped 

found the National Academy of Western Art. 

Both honored him with multiple awards.

Earthlings
The Paintings of Tom Palmore

By Susan Hallsten McGarry

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-1-934397-05-3 

120 PAGES • 9.5 × 10.75 • 160 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR TOM QUAID PUBLISHING

Born in Ada and living in Oklahoma, Palmore 

emerged from the 1970s Photorealist 

movement as a maverick. His career includes 

more than a decade on the East Coast, 

where he refined his skills at the Pennsylvania 

Academy of Fine Arts and exhibited in New 

York’s prominent contemporary galleries. 

Palmore used his technical virtuosity to 

explore his passion for the animal kingdom. 

Then as today, his monumental paintings 

received critical acclaim, and his incongruous 

juxtapositions of realistic primates in silk-

and-velvet interiors earned him the nickname 

Gorilla Man. In all cases, Palmore’s paintings 

loom large not only in scale but also in raised 

consciousness of the “earthlings with whom 

we share this planet,” as he says.
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A Place of Refuge
Maynard Dixon’s Arizona

By Thomas B. Smith 

Contribution by Donald J. Hagerty

$49.95s CLOTH • 978-0-911611-36-6 

160 PAGES • 9 × 11 • 125 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR TUCSON MUSEUM OF ART

Western painter Maynard Dixon once 

pronounced “Arizona” “the magic name of a 

land bright and mysterious, of sun and sand, 

of tragedy and stark endeavor.” “So long had 

I dreamed of it,” he professed, “that when I 

came there it was not strange to me. Its sun 

was my sun; its ground was my ground.” The 

California-born Dixon (1875–1946) found 

Arizona a visually inspiring and spiritual 

place that shaped the course of his paintings 

and ultimately defined him. A Place of Refuge: 

Maynard Dixon’s Arizona is the first exhibition 

to focus solely on the renowned painter’s 

depictions of Arizona subjects.

Sentimental Journey
The Art of Alfred Jacob Miller

By Lisa Strong

$45.00s CLOTH • 978-0-88360-105-1 

238 PAGES • 10.5 × 11 • 100 COLOR ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR AMON CARTER 

MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART

Over the past two decades, much valuable 

scholarship has emerged on how western 

American art has reflected American 

nationalist or expansionist ideologies. In 

Sentimental Journey: The Art of Alfred Jacob 

Miller, Lisa Strong takes a new approach by 

examining how Miller tailored his western 

scenes to suit the specific needs and interests 

of local American audiences 

“An outstanding achievement. Strong’s book 

is a major contribution to studies not just of 

western art but American art in general.”—Alex 
Nemerov, Professor of the History of Art, Yale 

University
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Oklahoma
A Portrait of America

By Libby Bender, Carl Brune, and Scott Raffe

$49.95 CLOTH • 978-0-9800214-0-0 

368 PAGES • 10 × 11 • 280 COLOR AND 70 B&W ILLUS. 

DISTRIBUTED FOR BILLY BOOKS

This collaborative work is an ode to the forty-

sixth state, to its stereotypes and its surprises. 

Yet it is still a young and raw and evolving 

territory, a mosaic that morphed into a state 

just one hundred years ago. From the Native 

Americans who roamed the plains with the 

buffalo to the cowboys who came with the 

cattle, from the oil barons to the outlaws, 

the settlers and Sooners, the proud African 

Americans who believed this was their Paradise 

Found, and all the others who came to make 

a new life in this territory, all together form 

the very center of the United States. They are 

depicted here in 350 photographs.

ORdER BY PHONE: 

800-627-7377 

OR 405-325-2000

ORdER BY FAX: 

800-735-0476 

OR 405-364-5798 

ORdER ONLINE: 

OUPRESS.COM

Payment must accompany orders from 

individuals. For domestic orders, please 

add $5.00 USPS shipping for the first book 

and $1.50 for each additional book. For 

UPS/Priority shipping, add $8.00 for the 

first book, and $2.00 for each additional 

book. For international orders, including 

Canada, add $15.00 USPS shipping for 

the first book, and $10.00 for each addi-

tional book. Residents of Oklahoma must 

include 8.25% sales tax. Canadian orders 

add 5% GST. We accept checks, money 

orders, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and 

American Express.
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